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The main contribution of this paper is a novel technique for proving lower bounds in parallel 
computation. The technique is based on mapping any algorithm for the problem being considered 
to an algorithm for another problem, for which a good lower bound is known. The mapping is 
done by careful application of Ramsey-like arguments. 
Specifically, we study the parallel complexity of the following problem. Given an input convex 
polygon P = (II,,, . . . , o, _ I), where (ui, ui+ 1) (the indices are taken modulo n) is an edge of P, for 
i=O, . . . , n - 1, find the nearest neighbor of each vertex ui of P. That is, find a vertex Vi, j#i, 
Ozzj<n, whose (Euclidean) distance from vi is minimal. We present a parallel algorithm for the 
problem which runs in O(log log n) time using n/log log n processors on a CRCW PRAM. We 
prove that Q(loglogn) time is needed for solving the problem on a CRCW PRAM with 
O(n logcn) processors, for any constant c. 
1. Introduction 
We define the problem considered in this paper. 
Input: A convex polygon P= (uo, . . . , u,_ 1), where (Ui, vi+,) (all indices are taken 
modulo n) is an edge of P, for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. We assume that each vertex u is given 
by its x- and y-coordinates, denoted X(v) and Y(o), respectively. Without loss of 
generality we assume that the vertices are given in counter-clockwise order. 
(Remark: We allow degeneracies where more than two vertices lie on the same 
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straight line.) The aN nearest neighbor (abbreviated ANN) problem for convex 
polygons: For each vertex Di of P, find its nearest neighbor. That is, find a vertex 
Vj, j# i, O<j< n, whose (Euclidean) distance from vi is minimal. 
The model of parallel computation used in this paper is the concurrent-read 
concurrent-write (CRCW) parallel random access machine (PRAM). A PRAM 
employs p synchronous processors all having access to a common memory. A 
CRCW PRAM allows simultaneous access by more than one processor to the same 
memory location for both reads and writes. For the upper bound we use the ar- 
bitrary CRCW PRAM model, in which we assume that if several processors attempt 
to write simultaneously at the same memory location, then one of them succeeds but 
we do not know in advance which one. For the lower bound we use the priority 
CRCW PRAM model which is at least as strong as the arbitrary CRCW PRAM. 
In the priority CRCW PRAM we assume that if several processors attempt o write 
simultaneously at the same memory location, then the processor with the highest in- 
dex succeeds. In the lower bound proof we also let each processor have unlimited 
computation power. See [S, 9,201 for surveys of results concerning PRAMS. 
Let Seq(n) be the fastest known worst-case running time of a sequential algorithm, 
where n is the length of the input for the problem at hand. A parallel algorithm that 
achieves the running time of O(Seq(n)/p) using p processors is said to have optimal 
speed-up or, more simply, to be optimal. A primary goal in parallel computation 
is to design optimal algorithms that also run as fast as possible. 
We present a parallel algorithm for the ANN problem that runs in O(log log n) 
time using n/log log n processors on a CRCW PRAM. Notice that this implies an 
O(t) time algorithm which uses n/t processors, for any tzlog log n. We prove that 
O(log log n) time is needed for solving the ANN problem on a CRCW PRAM with 
O(n logcn) processors, for any constant c. This implies that our algorithm is best 
possible in both its total number of operations (i.e., it achieves optimal speed-up) 
and in its running time using O(n logcn) processors. 
The ANN problem is considered a basic problem in computational geometry, and 
has a number of applications; for details see, e.g., [ 151. [1 l] gives a linear time serial 
algorithm for the ANN problem. (See also, [6,21].) No previous O(log log n) time 
optimal parallel algorithm for this problem is known to us. [7] gives an optimal 
logarithmic time algorithm for the ANN problem which uses the weaker concurrent- 
read exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM model. Parallel algorithms for several prob- 
lems in computational geometry which also use the CREW PRAM model are given 
in [l, 21. 
On a CRCW PRAM we can solve some problems in doubly logarithmic (or even 
constant) time whereas on nonconcurrent-write PRAMS considerably more time is 
needed. For example, we can compute the AND of n input bits in constant time us- 
ing n processors. Finding the maximum and merging can be done in O(log log n) 
time using n/log log n processors on a CRCW PRAM [4, 10, 171. In this paper, we 
show that the ANN problem belongs to the class of problems that can be solved in 
doubly logarithmic time. To enable doubly logarithmic time we needed a new 
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geometric observation which was not required for the sequential algorithm. In- 
terestingly, this observation implies also a simplified sequential algorithm. There are 
quite a few problems for which the quest for an efficient parallel algorithm reveals 
new insights that may result also in a new sequential algorithm. Examples of such 
algorithms include the parallel triconnectivity algorithm [14], the parallel pre- 
processing for answering lowest common ancestors queries in trees [16], the parallel 
St-numbering algorithm [12] and the parallel max-flow algorithm 1181. 
There is very little work on lower bounds in parallel computational geometry. The 
method of our lower bound proof technique is new. To obtain a contradiction, we 
assume a “too efficient” algorithm for the problem being considered. We then 
derive an algorithm for a problem outside computational geometry that contradicts 
a known lower bound. This mapping of one algorithm to another is done using 
Ramsey-like arguments. (More specifically, we use a lemma from Meyer auf der 
Heide and Wigderson [13], that was proved using Ramsey-like arguments.) The 
lower bound we contradict is achieved within a parallel comparison model. An in- 
teresting aspect of this technique is that problems for which Ramsey-like lower 
bounds have been applied before, also had lower bounds in other models of parallel 
computation (e.g., Valiant’s comparison model), without using a Ramsey-like ap- 
proach. For our computational geometry problems, however, only the Ramsey-like 
approach has shown to be useful, so far. Moreover, the ANN problem seems to 
have no meaning in a comparison model. 
Remark. The ANN problem can be solved easily in constant time using n2+’ pro- 
cessors, for any fixed E, on a CRCW PRAM as follows. We allocate n’+’ pro- 
cessors to each vertex. Each vertex finds its nearest neighbor in constant time using 
these processors by applying the parallel algorithm for finding the minimum given 
in [17]. In a similar way we can achieve an O(log log n) time algorithm for the 
ANN problem. However, it will require n2/log log n processors. (This is done by 
allocating n/log log n processors to each vertex and then letting each vertex find its 
nearest neighbor.) 
The paper is organized as follows. The algorithm is described in Section 2. The 
lower bound proof is given in Section 3. 
2. The all nearest neighbor algorithm 
Our algorithm has two stages: the decomposition stage and the merge stage. In 
the decomposition stage we partition the convex polygon P into four convex sub- 
polygons and solve the ANN problem with respect to each of the subpolygons 
separately. In the merge stage we extend the solutions for the four subpolygons into 
a solution of the ANN problem with respect to P. 
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2.1. The decomposition stage 
Let P=(ve, . . . . n,_i) be a convex polygon, where (vi, Ui+l) is an edge of P, for 
i=O, . . ..n-1. 
Definitions. (1) For any two vertices Vi and Vj, DZSTANCE(ui, Uj) is the (Eucli- 
dean) distance between Di and Uj. 
(2) For a vertex Ui of P, NN(P, Ui) is the nearest neighbor of vi in P. 
(3) We say that P has the semicircle property if it satisfies the following two con- 
ditions. 
(i) The two farthest vertices of P (i.e., the two vertices of P at greatest 
distance from each other) are the endpoints of an edge in P. 
Let the two farthest vertices of P be Vi and ni+i . 
(ii) All vertices of P lie inside a circle with diameter DZSTANCE(Ui, Ui+J. 
An example of a convex polygon with the semicircle property is given in Fig. 1. 
In the decomposition stage we decompose P into four subpolygons each having 
the semicircle property. 
Let v, , ub, v,, od be the vertices of P with the smallest x-coordinate, smallest y- 
coordinate, largest x-coordinate and largest y-coordinate, respectively. Without loss 
of generality assume that ac: blcsd. Let P, = (U,, . . . , Ub), P2 = (Ub, .. . , v,), P3 = 
(UC, -0-9 vd) and P4 = (vd, . . . , v,). 
Theorem 2.1 [21]. Each (convex) subpolygon P,, P2, P3 and P4 has the semicircle 
property. (In degenerate cases up to three of these subpolygons may consist of a 
single vertex each.) 
It is not difficult to see that v,, vb, v, and vd can be found in constant time using 
n processors, and, hence, also in O(log log n) time using n/log log n processors. 
The ANN problem for convex polygons having the semicircle property can be 
solved easily using the following theorem. 
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Fig. 2. 
Theorem 2.2 [ll]. If a convex polygon P has the semicircle property, then 
NN(P, vi) is either ui_ 1 or Ui+l , for any vertex Ui of P. 
Theorem 2.2 implies that the ANN problem for each of the subpolygons can 
be solved in constant time using n processors, and, hence, also in O(log log n) time 
using n/log log n processors. 
Figure 2 shows a convex polygon P and its decomposition into four convex 
polygons each having the semicircle property. 
2.2. The merge stage 
In the merge stage we combine the solutions of the four ANN subproblems, com- 
puted in the decomposition stage, into a solution for the ANN problem for P. 
Let p1,2 be the convex polygon composed by the subpolygons P, and P2. 
Similarly, let P3,4 be the convex polygon composed by the subpolygons P3 and P4 
(see Fig. 2). Observe that P is composed from the subpolygons P,,2 and P3,4. The 
merge stage has two substages. (1) Solve the ANN problem for Pl,2 and P3,4. (2) 
Solve the ANN problem for P. In each substage we solve the ANN problem for a 
polygon using the solutions for two subpolygons which compose it. 
We describe an algorithm for the ANN problem for P,,, . The algorithm for P3,4 
is similar. At the end of the subsection we describe an algorithm for the ANN prob- 
lem for P (substage 2). 
The parallel algorithm for Pl,2. Recall that P, = (u,, . . . , ub), P2 = (u6, . . . , u,) and 
PiJ=(u,,...,ub,..., u,). We describe how to compute NN(PI,*, u), for each vertex 
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VfV, of P,. lvN(P 1,2, v), for each vertex v#vb of P2, is computed in a similar 
manner. (Note that NN(P,,2, I+,) is either NN(P,, v~) or NN(P,, v~).) Our algorithm 
uses ideas from [6, 11,211 as well as a new geometric observation. To make the 
description clearer the reader is referred to Fig. 3. 
For each vertex v of P,, we define the circle of v to be the circle of radius 
DZSTAiVCE(v,NN(P1, v)) centered at v. Every vertex u of P2 which is closer to v 
than NN(P1, v) must be in the circle of v. Let a be a straight line parallel to the y- 
axis which goes through ub. Clearly, (Y separates PI and P2. That is, all vertices of 
P, lie on one side of a, and all vertices of P2 on the other. For a vertex vi, let wi 
denote the projection of vi on a. Notice that the y-coordinate of Wi is the same as 
the y-coordinate of vi, and the x-coordinate of Wi is the same as the x-coordinate 
of vb (i.e., x(w,)=x(q,) and Y(wJ= Y(Vi)). Below, we need the following trivial 
observation. 
Observation. Let v be a vertex of P,. If a vertex Vj of P, is in the circle of v, 
then Wj is also in this circle. 
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The vertices of Pz are given in ascending order of their y-coordinates. Similarly, 
the vertices of P, are given in the descending order of their y-coordinates. So, we 
reverse the latter order to produce the same order as for the vertices of P2. 
Step 1. Merge the two (ordered) lists of vertices. Denote the resulting list by S. 
Zmplementation. We merge the two lists in O(log log n) time with n/log log n 
processors using the parallel merging algorithm of [lo]. 
For every Uj, b < jl c of P2, we characterize the vertices of PI such that Uj is 
contained in their circles. This characterization is new. 
Theorem 2.3. For every vertex Vj, b<jrc of P2, Wj is contained in the circles of 
at most two vertices of P,; these two vertices of P, are those that are adjacent to 
Vj in S. That is, the last vertex of PI which precedes Vj in S (denoted PRED(Vj)) and 
the first vertex of P, which succeeds Vj in S (denoted SUCC(Vj)). 
Our characterization is a refinement of the characterization given in [l 11. [I l] 
shows that Wj is contained in the circles of at most four vertices of P, . For the 
parallel algorithm this is not enough, we have to identify these vertices of P, in 
order to be able to allocate each one of the vertices of P, the right number of 
Fig. 4. 
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processors. This number depends on the number of vertices of P2 in the circle of 
each such vertex. 
Proof. Consider a vertex Ui of PI, a~ i< 6. Suppose the circle of Ui intersects line 
a. Denote by hi and li the respective higher and lower points where the circle of Ui 
intersects the straight line a (see Fig. 4). We prove the following claim. 
Claim 2.3.1. (i) Y(hi)s Y(bi_J, for a<i<b. (ii) Y(/i)> Y(Ui+i), for a<i<b, i.e., 
the circle Of Ui COWainS a point Wj onfy if Y(Ui+l)S Y(Wj)l Y(Ui_l). 
The claim readily implies the theorem. 
Proof of Claim 2.3.1. We start with the proof of part (ii) of the claim which is 
easier. That is, we show that Y(li)l Y(Ui+i), for al i< b. The proof for the 
degenerate case where Ui+ 1 is on (Y is trivial. Suppose Ui+l is not on a. Consider the 
triangle formed by the vertices Ui, Ui+ 1 and Wi+, (denoted n Ui Di+ 1 Wi+ 1). From the 
definition of PI it follows that X(Ui+1)1X(Ui), for ac i< 6. This implies that 
~fJiUi+~Wi+~~90”. Hence, the length of the segment Ui Wi+i (denoted 1ui Wi+l I) is 
longer than 1 Ui Vi+, 1. Since the radius of the circle of Ui is not longer than 1 Ui ui+ 1 1, 
Wi+l is outside this circle and part (ii) of the claim follows. 
We prove part (i) of the claim. That is, we show that Y(hi)s Y(Ui_i), for 
a< i< b. Again, the proof for the degenerate case where Ui_i is on a is trivial. 
(Note that in this degenerate case all the vertices u,, . . . , ub are on a.) Suppose Ui_1 
is not on a. Denote by tithe point where the straight line which goes through Ui and 
Vi-1 intersects (Y. We need the following fact. 
Fact 2.3.2. The radius of the circle of Ui is no more than 1 Ui ti 1. 
Proof of Fact 2.3.2. Notice that the radius of the circle of ui is no more than 
I Ui Ui+ 1 I. Since PI is convex, Ui+ 1 must be in the triangle n Ui ti Wi . Hence, I Ui Ui+ 1 I s 
1 Ui t; I. The fact follows. 
We go back to proving part (i) of the claim. To obtain a contradiction, assume 
that there is a vertex Ui such that Y(hi)> Y(Ui_1) = Y(Wi_1). Consider the triangles 
LL Ui Wi-1 Ui_i and n Ui ti Wi_l. According to our assumption the radius of the circle 
of Ui is greater than Iui Wi_l 1. By definition, this radius can be no more than 
IUiUi~l I. By Fact 2.3.2 this radius is no more than /Ui til. This implies that: (1) 
jUiWi_lI<IUiUi_l/. Therefore, ~Wi_1Ui-IUi<~UiWi-lUi-l. (2) IUiWi_lI</UitiI. 
Therefore, + Di ti Wi_ I< 3: ti Wi_ 1 Di. If we sum both inequalities we get: +Z Ui ti Wi_ I+ 
9:Wi_~Ui_~Ui<9:tiWi-~Ui+9:UjWi-~Ui-~. However, it is not difficult to see that 
3:uitiWi~~+3:Wi_~Di_~Di=90° and4:tiwi_,Ui+3:UiWi_1Ui_,=90°. Acontradiction. 
Part (i) and the whole claim follows. 0 
The parallel algorithm for PI,, (continued). 
Step 2. For each vertex u f ub of P2 compute PRED(u) and SUCC(u). 
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Implementation. For a vertex Vi, a I i I c, in the merged list S, define INDEX, (Vi) 
to be its index in S. (INDEXs(vJ is a number between 1 and c- a + 1.) Consider a 
vertex vi, b < is c, of P2. The number of vertices from P, which appear before Vi 
in S is INDEXs(vj) - (i- 6). Recall that the vertices of P, are ordered in S from vb 
down to v,. Hence, PRED(v,)= Vj+l and SUCC(Vi)= Vj, where j= b-(INDEXs(v;)+ 
b-i) =i-INDEXs(t+). (If j= a- 1, then SUCC(v;) is undefined.) Hence, PRED(Vi) 
and SUCC(vi) can be found in constant time using a single processor. The whole 
step can be done in constant ime using n processors and, hence, also in O(log log n) 
time using n/log log n processors. 
Step 3. For each vertex vz v6 of P, find the minimum of DISTANCE(v,u), 
among all vertices u of P2 such that v = PRED(u). Similarly, for each vertex v of 
P, find the minimum of DISTANCE(v,u), among all vertices u of P2 such that 
v = WCC(u). Compare these two minima to the distance between v and NN(P,, v) 
and assign a value to NN(P,,,, v), accordingly. 
Implementation. For each vertex Vi, a< i< 6, of P, , we show how to find the 
minimum of DZSTANCE(v,, u), among all vertices u of P2 such that vi = SUCC(u). 
We note that the minimum of DISTANCE(Vi,u), among all vertices u of P2 such 
that vi = PRED(u), can be found in constant time using a single processor. This is, 
since this minimum equals DZSTANCE(v;, u’), where u’ is the first vertex of P2 
which succeeds Vi in S. 
The main problem in the implementation of this step is the allocation of the 
available processors to the vertices of P, within the desired O(log log n) time 
bound. Clearly, the number of processors allocated to each vertex Vi of P, must 
depend on the number of vertices u of P2 among which we find the minimal 
DISTANCE(v,,u). Step 3 proceeds in three substeps. 
Step 3.1. Let k= [n/log log nl. Partition the ordered list S into consecutive 
blocks Bi, . . . , B, of size [log log n1 each and allocate a processor pj to each block 
Bj. (The size of the last block may be less than log log n.) 
Observe that we can further partition each block into subblocks, where each 
subblock contains all the vertices u of Pz in the block, for which SUCC(u) is 
the same. 
Step 3.2. Each processor Pj scans its block sequentially. For each subblock in its 
block, pj computes the minimum of DISTANCE(SUCC(u), u) among all vertices u 
of P2 in the subblock. This takes O(log log n) time. 
Step 3.3. Compute the minimum distance for each vertex Vi of P, whose 
minimum distance is not yet computed. This is done using the algorithm given in 
[17] for finding the minimum in O(log log n) time with the allocated processors. 
Discussion. In Step 3.2 we finish computing the minimum distance for each vertex 
Vi of P, such that all the vertices u of P2 for which SUCC(u) = Vi are contained in 
one block. In Step 3.3 we compute the minimum distance for each vertex Vi of P, 
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such that all the vertices u of P2 for which SUCC(u) = Ui are not contained in one 
block. Consider such a vertex Vi. We observe that all the vertices u of Pz which 
satisfy SUCC(u) = ui are consecutive in S. Hence, all blocks which contain such 
vertices, except possibly the first and the last block, consist entirely of such vertices. 
Recall that there is a processor allocated to each block. We assign to ui all the 
processors allocated to blocks consisting entirely of vertices u of P2 which satisfy 
SUCC(u) = ui and also the processor allocated to the first block which contains 
such vertices (even if it contains other vertices as well). Step 3.2 gives for each block 
consisting of such vertices a vertex u which attains the minimum distance to ui 
relative to its block. Hence, to compute the minimum distance for Ui we have to 
find minimum DZSTANCE(Ui, u), among these vertices U. Notice that the number 
of processors allocated to Ui is at least one less than the number of these vertices 
u and therefore we can apply the above mentioned algorithm for finding the 
minimum in O(log log n) time. 
Remark. In case n”’ processors, for any fixed E, are available, the ANN problem 
can be solved in consent time. This can be done by implementing the above 
algorithm using the constant ime algorithms for merging and finding the maximum 
given in [17]. 
We conclude this section by describing how to compute NN(P, u), for each vertex 
u of P, using the solutions for the ANN problems for PI,,= (II,, . . . , u,) and 
P3,4=(uc,..., 0,). We only show how to compute NN(P, u), for each vertex u of 
P,,,. The computation of NN(P, u), for each vertex u of P,,, is similar. Recall that 
in computing NN(P,,2, u) we defined the straight line a. The line (Y had two 
properties: (1) it separated PI and P2; (2) it was parallel to the y-axis. We wish to 
compute NN(P, u) in a similar way. However, note that the only straight line which 
separates PI,, and P3,4 goes through u, and u,. This line is not necessarily parallel 
Fig. 5. 
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to the x- or the y-axis. To overcome this problem, we rotate P so that this straight 
line, denoted p, will be parallel to the x-axis (see Fig. 5(a)). 
Observe that the x- and y-coordinates of the vertices of the rotated polygon 
(Fig. 5(b)) can be computed in constant time using n processors and, hence, also in 
O(log log n) time using n/log log n processors. However, this creates another prob- 
lem: the vertices of P,,, and these of P3,4 are not given in the order (or reverse 
order) of their x-coordinates. Let us examine this situation more closely. Without 
loss of generality assume that Y(u,)? Y(U,) before the rotation. Let U,, of be the 
vertices of P with the smallest x-coordinate and largest x-coordinate, respectively, 
after the rotation. Observe that since Y(U,)r Y(U,) (before the rotation), U, must 
be a vertex of P3, 4 and of a vertex of P,, 2. Note that +U,U,Ui>90’, for fsi<c. 
Hence, NN(P, Oi) =NN(PI,z, Vi), for f<i<c. That is, we have to compute the 
minimum distance only for vertices u,, . . . , of. Note also that g u,u, Uj> 90”, for 
esj<a. Hence, DISTANCE(Ui, Uj)>DZSTANCE(Ui,NN(P,,,,Ui)), for a<isf and 
e<j<a. That is, when computing the minimum distance for vertices u,, . . . , uf we 
may consider only the vertices uc, . . . , u, as candidates. We observe that all the ver- 
tices u,,..., f u of P1,2 are given in the order of their x-coordinates. Also, all the 
vertices u. . . . , 0, of P3,4 are given in the reverse order of their x-coordinates. 
Hence, to compute NN(P, Ui), for a<iqf, we can use the same algorithm as above, 
where the line /I plays the role of the line a. 
3. The lower bound 
In this section we prove that !J(log log n) time is needed for solving the ANN 
problem on a CRCW PRAM with O(n logcn) processors, for any constant c. The 
proof uses a lemma from [13]. 
The model of parallel computation used in this section is a priority CRCW PRAM 
with unlimited computation power, referred to as a strong CRCW PRAM. In this 
model we assume that the input is given in the common memory. Every step of com- 
putation consits of two phases: a write phase and a read phase. In the write phase, 
each processor may write some value in the common memory. In the read phase, 
each processor may read some value from the common memory into its local 
memory. (In the following we say that a processor knows a variable if this variable 
is in its local memory.) The value written by a processor in a write phase as well 
as the addresses in the common memory depend only on its known variables. We 
assume that a processor can compute any function of its known variables in unit 
time. 
For the lower bound proof we consider only convex polygons P of the following 
form: P=(ul, . . . . u,,u,+, ,..., u2,J, where all the x-coordinates are distinct integers 
and Y(Ui)=-$, Y(U,+i)=a, for i=l,..., n. Note that since the vertices of P are 
given in counter-clockwise order we have X(Ui_i) <X(Ui) and X(u,,+i_ ~)>X(U,+~), 
for i = 2, . . . , n. We claim that the nearest neighbor of a vertex w of P, is a vertex 
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zf w, such that IX(w) -X(z)/ is minimal. To see this observe the following: 
(1) D~STANCE(V;,Uj)=IX(Ui>-X(Uj)I, for l~i,jsn and n+l~i,j<2n. 
(2) IxcOi) -x(Ofi +j )I <DZSTANCE(Oi, V,+j)< IX(Vi)-X(U,+j)I + 1, for 1 Si,jSn. 
In Theorem 3.1 we relate the strong CRCW PRAM model to the parallel 
comparison model, defined in [19]. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf there exists an algorithm for the ANNproblem which runs in T(n) 
time using m processors on a strong CRC W PRAM, then there exists an algorithm 
for merging two ordered lists of size n each which runs in T(n) time and performs 
at most m22T@’ simultaneous comparisons in a comparison model. 
Remark. We actually prove that there exists a way for merging two ordered lists of 
size n each in T(n) rounds and m22T(n) comparisons at each round. We do not 
claim that we can construct such merging in rounds effectively, so we have a looser 
notion of an algorithm. 
Before proving the theorem we show how the lower bound follows. To obtain a 
contradiction, suppose that there exists an algorithm for the ANN problem which 
runs in o(log log n) time using n logCn processors, for some constant c. By 
Theorem 3.1, this implies that there exists an algorithm for merging two ordered 
lists each of size n which runs in o(log log n) time and performs at most n logc+2n 
simultaneous comparisons in a comparison model. This contradicts the following 
lower bound of [4, 81 for merging in a parallel comparison model. 
Theorem 3.2 [4, 81. Let T(n, m) be the time necessary to solve a merging problem 
of size n with m processors. Then T(n, m) is Q(n/m + log log n - log log(2 + m/n)). 
We conclude Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.3. Any parallel algorithm for the ANN problem for convex polygons 
with 2n vertices on a CRCW PRAM which uses O(n logcn) processors, for some 
constant c, requires Q(log log n) time. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Our proof uses heavily the following 
notion of dependency. Let A be a set which is the domain of two functions f and 
g. We say that for all elements in A, f depends on g, if for any two elements a, b E A, 
g(a) = g(b) implies that f(a) = f(b). 
Suppose we are given a strong CRCW PRAM algorithm for the ANN problem. 
Using Claim 3.4 below we show how to construct from this algorithm a comparison 
model algorithm for merging. Informally, Claim 3.4 states that there exists an 
infinite set of integers S with the following property. Consider the set of all input 
polygons with vertices whose x-coordinates are taken from S. For this set of inputs 
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and for each processor pi, 1 I ilrn, the indices of the vertices that became known 
to pi at time f + 1 depend on the order of the (x-coordinates of the) vertices known 
at time t. 
Let us formalize Claim 3.4. For a given input polygon we make the following 
definitions. 
(1) For 15 is rn, 0s tc T(n), let K: be the set consisting of all indices of the 
vertices known to processor pi at time t. Denote K’= (K:, . . . ,Kk). 
(2) For 01 t I T(n), let 17’ be a partial order on the indices { 1, . . . ,2n}. 17’ is the 
closure of the union of m + 1 (consistent) partial orders no, 7c:, . . . , z,!,, defined as 
follows. 7to is the partial order induced by the counter-clockwise direction of the 
input vertices. That is, 1 <n,,2<,,... <non and 2n<,,2n - 1 <X0... <,,n + 1. Each of 
the partial orders 7~: is a total order on the indices in K: induced by the order of 
the (x-coordinates of the) vertices with indices in K/. 
Claim 3.4. There exists an infinite set of integers S with the following property. 
Consider the set of all input polygons with vertices whose x-coordinates are taken 
from S. (Later, we refer to this set as the set of inputs taken from S.) For this set 
of inputs the m-tuple K' +I (i.e., the indices of the vertices known by each processor 
at time t + 1) depends on the partial order 17’. 
Proof. We construct he set S inductively. For 01 t< T(n), define S, to be an infinite 
set of integers such that for the set of inputs taken from S, and for each processor 
pi, 1 s i% m, the indices of the vertices known to pi at time s+ 1 <t depend on the 
order of the (x-coordinates of the) vertices known at time s. Clearly, So is the set 
of all integers. Given the set S, we show that there exists an infinite subset S,,1 c S, 
which satisfies the following. For the set of inputs taken from SI+1, K’+’ depends 
on 17’. To construct S,,, we need the following definition. For an infinite set of 
integers S’ define Z(S’, K’, Z7’) to be the set of all inputs taken from S’ for which 
X(Oi)<X(Oj) for all 1 ii,j<2n such that i<,tj. [13] prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5 [13]. Suppose that at time t, for instances from Z(S’, K’, ZZ’), processor 
pi knows only variables from K:. Then, there are j,, . . . , j,,, E { 1, . . . , m} and an in- 
finite subset S”c S’, such that after step t, for instances from Z(S”,Kt,Z7t), pro- 
cessor pi knows only variables from K/ U Kj. That is, the set K” ’ is the same for 
all instances from Z(S”, K’, Z7’). 
Proof of Claim 3.4 (continued). We show how to construct St+1 from S, by 
applying Lemma 3.5 repeatedly. Observe that at time t the partial order 17’ may be 
any one of a finite number, say a, of partial orders. Let us impose some arbitrary 
linear order on these a partial orders. We construct St+l from St in o steps. 
We start with S’=S,. In step i, 1 si<oz, partial order i plays the role of 17’ in 
Lemma 3.5 and we reduce S’ into a still infinite set relative to partial order i. The 
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new S” becomes S’ for the next step. S” of step a is S,+i . Finally, STcnJ is the set 
S needed to establish Claim 3.4. 0 
We show how to construct a corresponding algorithm for merging two lists of size 
n each in a comparison model. This merging algorithm will run in T(n) time and 
perform at most rrz227(“) simultaneous comparisons. Consider an input instance for 
the merging algorithm. We index the elements from the first list in order from 1 to 
n and the elements from the second list in reverse order from 2n down to n + 1. In 
this manner we have that the partial order induced on the index set { 1, . . . ,2n} by 
the order of the input lists is exactly no. The corresponding merging algorithm will 
follow the ANN algorithm for inputs from S. Specifically, the state of the merging 
algorithm at time t is defined, as in the ANN algorithm, by an m-tuple K’ and a 
partial order n’. Recall that K’ represents m index sets and 17’ represents the 
partial order on { 1, . . . , 2n) induced by the order of the elements with indices in the 
sets K/, 15 ism. I7 defines K’+’ in the ANN algorithm. K’+’ of the merging 
algorithm is the same. At time t + 1 we compute the respective partial order n”‘. 
Specifically, for each 1 c is m we perform \K/ 1 x 1Ki / comparisons. Since IK: 1s 
2’, for each 1 I is m, we can compute the partial order U7’+’ in unit time by perfor- 
ming at most m 22’ 5 m 22T(n) simultaneous comparisons. 
We finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 by proving the validity of this merging 
algorithm. Specifically, we show that for each input to the merging algorithm, 
Z7T(“) must be a total order. Assume, in contradiction, that there exists an input 
instance for which nTcn) is not a total order. Let 1 la<n be the minimal index 
whose rank is not determined in I7 ‘@I) Let n + 15 br2n be the largest index for .
which b cnrcfl) a but we do not know the order relation between a and b - 1. (We 
assume wlog that 2n <nnn) a, for all a.) We get a contradiction to the correctness 
of the ANN algorithm as follows. We construct two input polygons taken from S 
for which there are two different solutions to the ANN problem. However, the ANN 
algorithm will not be able to distinguish between these two inputs. The only dif- 
ference between these two inputs will be in the value of X(ub_J. Both inputs will 
satisfy the following two conditions: (a) X(Ui)<X(uj) for all 15 i,j~2n such that 
i <nr(n)j (i.e., both inputs will satisfy the partial order nr(“‘); (b) the nearest 
neighbor of every vertex z is another vertex w, such that X(w) <X(Z). However, for 
one input we will have X(u,)>X(uI,_J and for the second input we will have 
X(o,)<X(ub_,). (Note that since S is infinite such two inputs always exist.) The 
nearest neighbor of u, in the second polygon is ub, while in the first polygon it is 
not ub. Observe that no processor in the ANN algorithm will know both u, and 
ub _ 1 . Therefore, the ANN algorithm will not be able to distinguish between these 
two inputs. A contradiction. We conclude that flT@) must be a total order. 
Theorem 3.1 follows. q 
We conclude this section with two remarks. First, in a similar manner we can 
prove an Q(log log n) time lower bound for merging on a strong CRCW PRAM with 
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O(n logcn) processors, for any constant c. (This gives an additional application of 
Lemma 3.5 not mentioned in [13].) Second, the lower bound for sorting in rounds 
given in [S], can replace the proof of [ 13, Theorem 21. 
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